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Slack Karts Reveals All-New Pursuit Chassis; Available to Customers this
November
Dan Kapuscinski Motorsports Promotions - OSWEGO, NY (September 13, 2018) – Slack
Karts and Performance Manufacturing are pleased to announce their latest work in kart
design technology with the Slack Pursuit chassis, available to customers this November.
Since 2004, Performance Manufacturing has been the builder of the Slack Karts chassis
with an evolution of designs coming out of their Middleport, NY fabrication shop.
The all-new Slack Pursuit comes on the heels of the highly successful Slack Xpect,
winner of countless main events and championships throughout the country, which
debuted in 2014.
The Slack Pursuit promises to build on gains made with the Xpect, providing increased
roll speed and overall grip, making for an even more effective and user-friendly kart,
while utilizing the latest in tubing technology to provide prolonged chassis life.
Each chassis is welded in-house on a state-of-the-art fixture table using the latest in
welding equipment and technology from Lincoln Electric.
“We’ve been working on a number of things to help overall driver comfort,” said Nick
Herriven of Slack Karts. “Helping our customers get the right feel of the go-kart is
crucial and we believe we have built a new go-kart that will not only improve driver
comfort and feel, but will ultimately be even more consistent.”
A focal point in the design of the Slack Pursuit was continued development in front end
geometry.
The newly engineered front-end geometry on the Slack Pursuit utilizes all-new Pursuit
Precision spindles, which are 4-axis machined for superior rigidity and the ultimate in
accuracy and consistency.
Moving toward the back of the go-kart, customers will notice that the Billet MCP brake
system with steel braided lines is now a standard option, along with an innovative new
floor pan built to enhance aerodynamics.
Above the floor pan sits a newly redesigned right-side seat placement for better rightside grip, making the chassis less tire dependent.

At the rear of the go-kart, ride height is now adjustable on both rear cassettes with the
same tried and true triangle pill design as previous Slack models.
The Slack Pursuit will be stocked in satin black and will also be available in blue, red
and gloss black.
To learn more about the Pursuit chassis, call Slack Karts and Performance
Manufacturing today at (716) 735-3500.
“We take pride in our designs and our pieces and we enjoy giving the very best to our
customers,” said Josh Philpott of Slack Karts. “Every piece on these go-karts, with the
exception of the brake system, is manufactured right here in our Performance
Manufacturing shop in Middleport. We touch everything and ensure the quality needed
to get you to victory lane.”
While Performance Manufacturing specializes in chassis design and construction, their
fabrication shop also produces countless products for the kart racing community
utilizing a hands-on approach in product design with CNC machining, fabrication, and
welding.
Performance offers an array of chassis components from hubs and spindles to sprockets
and gear hubs, with a championship tested tire cutting service and tire prep line as
well.
For more information on Performance Manufacturing, Slack Karts, Select Cut Tires, and
Liquid Speed tire prep, visit online at www.pmikartparts.com.

